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Document  History 

 

The purpose of this history is to catalogue the edits and           
revisions performed on this document over the lifetime of the          
game development. 

 

Version 1  

 

V.1. 1 , 13/10/14 - Game Overview -edited 

V.1.2,15/10/14 - Controls, Health and Scoring System - added  

V.1.3.  27/10/14 - The Game World - edited 

V.1.4, 2/11/14 - User Interface - expanded (HUD) 

V.1.5, 15/11/14 - Feature List - edited 

      User Interface - expanded (Colour Scheme) and edited 

V.1.6, 20/11/14 - Game Characters - The enemy types expanded          
and side characters added 

V.1.7, 1/12/14 - The Physical World - expanded (Key Locations          
and Time) and edited 

V.1.8, 10/12/14 - Musical Effects and Sound Effects Section         
added 

V.1.9, 17/12/14 - Controls - Images added  
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Game Overview 

 

Introduction 

 

Whats is the game? 

This game is a lively, fast and agile 2D platformer that merges            
with a hack n’ slash genre.  

 

Why create this game? 

We wish to create this game in with the aim to making an             
enjoyable experience for the player while exploring an        
interesting mechanic and the merging of the genre.  

 

Where does this game take place? 

Set in the deep recesses of space there is a interstellar           
bermuda triangle near the edge of a black hole. Here ships from            
various parts of the universe appear, abandoned, falling apart         
and still filled with valuable cargo. However no explorer has          
successfully traveled to the center of this area space, every          
ship has fallen silent.  

 

What do I control? 

You will be given the ability to control a salvage robot, an older             
model machine whose main objective is to break up old space           
ships for their scrap parts and cargo.  

 

What is the main focus? 

The main objective is to travel through the various levels,          
taking apart ships, collecting their cargo and getting past any          
obstruction that gets in your way. With each level the player           
will travelled deeper into the ship graveyard and into more          
difficult and dangerous situations. 
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What’s different? 

This game will be a balanced hybrid of two game genres with fun             
mechanics and set in an interesting environment.   
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Feature Set 

 

General Features 

❖ 2D Graphics 
❖ Layered Artwork 
❖ 24 bit colour 
❖ Multiple Levels  
❖ Detailed Storyline 
❖ Cutscenes and comic strips to convey narrative 
❖ Various Endings depending on player performance 
❖ Musical Score 
❖ Multiple Menu Screens 
❖ Level Select 

 

Gameplay 

❖ Wall jump mechanic  
❖ Plasma sword mechanic 
❖ Various enemies 
❖ Customize main character 
❖ Health Bar 
❖ High Score 
❖ Timed Levels 
❖ Breakable Environment 
❖ Collectable pick ups 
❖ Editable difficulty  
❖ Unlockable Upgrades for Player 
❖ In game Achievements  
❖ Mini levels within main game 
❖ Differing level difficulties  
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The Game World 

 

Overview 

 

Set in the deep recesses of space a few thousand years from            
the current date, the human race has now found their place in            
the stars. With is technology has advanced to the point that           
robots perform most menial tasks allowing the human and         
other alien races to spend their time focused on the arts and            
sciences. Due to the widespread acceptance of genetic        
modifications the human lifespan in now in the two hundreds.  

As with the current age technology and certain metals are          
very valuable to most of the growing empires and planets in           
this world, other basic types of cargo from Earth is also sought            
after due to the fact certain items cannot be grown anywhere           
else. Currently there are two wars occurring and a following          
three planets have galaxy wide sanctions on them leading to a           
rising demand on weapons and basic resources.  

 

Storyline 

Near the Rose Galaxy there is a unknown anomaly which has           
become known as a Ship Graveyard. This is due to the fact that             
abandoned or missing spaceships from all over the galaxy has          
appeared in this small section of the universe, it is unknown           
what draws them to this areas or what lies in the centre of this              
mass of ships and metal. As no one has ever been able to             
maneuver a ship to the center of this anomaly. 

Playing as a salvage robot the player must travel through          
these empty ships only to come across a deadly form of plant            
life which is taking over the ships, feeding on the metal hulls. The             
plant life becomes defensive when it is disturbed from it’s          
natural habitat, and the further the robot travels into this mine           
field of ships the more aggressive the plant life becomes. 

As the robot collects the valuable cargo it must be careful as            
mercenaries, traders, slavers and other salvage ships try to         
hamper the player’s process and take the cargo and salvage          
for their own gain.  
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The Physical World 

 

Overview 

 

The world in which the player will interact is contained within a            
certain area of the galaxy and does not move from this general            
location. Instead the player will explore the different locations         
within this area and various ship that are there, as it is a small              
area in comparison to the rest of the world there will not be a              
number for different ways to transport the player.  

The objects and places within this physical world are in keeping           
with the story and the player’s objectives.  

 

Key Locations 

 

Transport Ship 

The players home base, where they can be repaired and be           
transported to their next job.  

 

Ship Graveyard 

Hundreds of ships in various stages of disrepair from various          
meteor showers, scrap ships and the organic matter that         
appear to eat the metal on board the ships. Below is a list of              
potential ships;  

❖ Mary Celeste  
❖ Canary Star 
❖ Kilntholm 
❖ Zante 
❖ Queen Marie 
❖ Nereus 
❖ Nāmaka 
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Asteroid Belt 

A thin asteroid belt circles near the graveyard, here salvage          
ships and their crew dock to sell their finds and buy items for             
repair as well as food. It is the closest non salvage ships will             
come to the graveyard out of superstition, a mismatch of used           
ships and settlements you will creatures from all over the          
galaxy looking for items they can then sell on to warring           
planets. Just outside the asteroid belt there is a stop point for            
ship to be decontaminated before heading to their destination         
for the fear of spreading unknown diseases and organisms.  

 

Heart of the Graveyard 

A small planet centered in the centre of the graveyard that has            
a large magnetic pull which causes unmanned ship to travel          
towards it. Once near the planet the microorganisms that         
grow there attack the ship breaking it down and then fusing it            
with the planets surface.  

 

Travel 

The easiest way for the player to travel from one deserted ship            
to another is to use the main transport ship which shuttles the            
salvage robots from jobs. As the game continues the player will           
be focused to use a small ship which will be able to maneuver             
through the dangerous minefield of ship parts and objects that          
would certainly damage the larger transport ship.  

 

Scale 

As this game is set within space the distance between ships           
and planets is fairly large with the closed ships being 330km           
from each other however due to the advances in technology          
the time it takes to travel that space is under twenty minutes.  

Most of the robots are built on a human scale ranging from four             
foot to seven foot depending on their job position.  

The ships themselves also differ in size with the old ships begin            
roughly 184 feet while more modern ships can be anywhere          
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between 200 feet and 500 feet. Transport ships are much          
smaller ranging from 15 feet to 30 feet.  

 

Objects 

The following objects are those which the player can interact          
with and collect in level. 

❖ Cargo 
➢ Food  
➢ Clothing 
➢ Technology 
➢ Weapons 
➢ Power Core 

❖ Energy particles 
❖ Scrap pieces 

➢ Mechanical items 
➢ Scrap metal 

❖ Plant matter 
❖ Batteries 

 

Time 

Within the levels the player will be timed as part of the scoring             
system due to the fact the player needs to get out of the ship              
before the transport ship leaves without them. Time in these          
levels cannot be altered in anyway. 

Out of the levels the length of time between each ship will vary             
depending on what is occurring in the story plotline, in some           
instances only having a few hours between ships while at other           
points it will stretch into months.  
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Game Characters 

 

Overview 

 

Within this part of the world organic creatures -like humans-          
are a rarely due to the dangerous nature of this outpost the            
few that are here are rough due to the living standards. Most of             
the population of this part of the universe is made up from            
various robots who take over most of the menial tasks on the            
ships.  

There is an unknown form of plant matter that appears within           
the abandoned ship that vary in size and type that acts as            
antagonist to the player.  

 

Central Character 

❖ Name: Robot (working name ) 
❖ Objectives: Take apart ships in the shortest time possible         

and gain the most salvage/ cargo for monetary means.  
❖ Difficulty: Dependant on player input  
❖ Visual Description: A long limbed robot with a small head          

and thin torso, when standing at full length the robot          
stands at over 8ft however when in it’s natural form -           
similar to that of a gorilla- it stands at 6ft. Due to the             
power in the limbs of the robot it is able to throw itself             
from wall to wall, steading itself through the claw like          
supports the ends of the limbs. A light is fixed into the            
movable head and a strip of light goes along the right arm            
of the robot. Neon lights run along the robot’s body as           
safety lights, the robot has been built with speed and          
agility in mind.  

❖ Inventory Set 
➢ Backpack - A small backpack made out of metal set          

on the back of the robot which holds the various          
items that are found throughout the ships.  

➢ Light - An inbuilt light fixed into his head, the light           
dispels the darkness on the ship. 

➢ Plasma Sword - A beam of concentrated light that         
extends from the robots right arm. The plasma        
sword primarily function was to cut through the        
metal shells of the ships however as the player         
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travels through the levels it the sword will be used to           
cut through the plant matter that hampers the        
player exploration of the ship. 

 

Side Characters  

 

Throughout the game there will be side characters shown         
between levels, these characters do not show up during the          
active gameplay only during the cutscenes to provide        
information and context to the player. 

 

❖ Name: Captain (Transport Ship) 
➢ Objective: To control and organize the robots with        

the aim to make a profit of the salvage found on the            
ships. He transports the robots from his ship to the          
various abandoned ship.  

➢ Difficulty: None, cutscene only character. 
➢ Visual Description: A tall muscular man in his mid         

forties, with green eyes and little to no visitors he has           
let his hair to go gray and has an unkempt beard.           
Scars pepper his body from previous fights and        
robot maintenance mishaps. Normally seen wearing      
his pressurized space suit which is starting to show         
it’s age and helmet.  

 

❖ Name: Retired Robots 
➢ Objective: Robots that due to injury or malfunction        

are no longer able to work on the salvage ships,          
instead they spend their time fixing up the transport         
ship or be taken apart for spare parts.  

➢ Difficulty: None, cutscene only character. 
➢ Visual Description: Varying in type, size and quality.        

This small army of robots have been remodeled from         
salvage robots to be used for various purposes        
within the ship, including repairing, coffee making,       
gunnery and cleaning. 

 

❖ Name: 
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➢ Objective: A captain for an arms merchant who deals         
with the most dangerous weapons in the universe.  

➢ Difficulty: None, cutscene only character  
➢ Visual Description: 

 

 

Enemy Types 

 

Defensive Enemies 

❖ Name: Blocks 
➢ Objective: To grow over the metal material it finds         

itself on and absorb it before moving on.  
➢ Difficulty: Easy- Medium, - defensive plant life that        

puts up little resistance to the player. Difficulty        
increased as levels increase as the plant life grows in          
strength and density making it harder to dispose of.  

➢ Visual Description: Large block like plant matter that        
forms closely to the walls with thick tendrils keeping         
it in place. 

➢ Abilities: Little to none, the plant life main ability is to           
cover a large area and block the path of those who           
try to pass it. It has no attack abilities. 

❖ Name: Danglers 
➢ Objective: This plant life lays in wait for object to          

come past it, which this occurs the plant life becomes          
active and tries to grab onto the object and either          
hold it in place or pull upwards towards itself.  

➢ Difficulty: Easy - medium, the danglers give the player         
little resistance however as the levels increase they        
grow larger and are more difficult for the player to          
cut or travel through.  

➢ Visual Description: Long tendrils that form on       
ceilings and high up points.  

➢ Abilities: Able to hold onto large objects with a strong          
hold, dependant on the age of the plant it can lift           
objects off the ground and towards itself. It is a slow           
acting plant that doesn’t take any immediate health        
of the player.  

❖ Name: Grabbers 
➢ Objective: Actively search and take hold of objects. 
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➢ Difficulty: Medium - Hard, as the levels advance the         
grip of the plant becomes stronger and it is more          
difficult of get out of its wide grasp. 

➢ Visual Description: Normally found on the floor or        
large objects, it appears as a shapeless mass until an          
object comes near at which point it stretches to         
reach the object. 

➢ Abilities: Able to move over small distances at a low          
rate and can develop limbs that are able to hold onto           
much larger objects and creatures.  

 

Aggressive Enemies 

❖ Name: Shotters 
➢ Objective: To defend its current position and  
➢ Difficulty: Easy -Medium, more difficult plant are able        

to shoot quicker and with more force. 
➢ Visual Description: A large bulbous shape on top of a          

thin stalk.  
➢ Abilities: Able to shot a plant based acid sphere that          

is able to break down metal, it also can move the head            
of the plant around the room with ease.  

❖ Name:Exploders 
➢ Objective: When the an object gets close to the plant          

it will trigger an explosion which then allows for the          
plant matter to travel and grown in new areas.  

➢ Difficulty: Easy - Medium 
➢ Visual Description: A large sphere shape that which        

it is able open up just before it explodes. 
➢ Abilities: Able to cause a wide blast range when it          

explodes and in turn can cause damage to anything is          
caught in the blast range.  

❖ Name: Vapors 
➢ Objective: Produces a mist which causes the       

surrounding environment to start breaking down.  
➢ Difficulty: Medium 
➢ Visual Description: Made up of several spheres       

grouped together in a tight bunch.  
➢ Abilities: From the skin of the plant a thin mist is           

created and dispersed, the surrounding area over a        
period of time will break down and liquefy.  

❖ Name:Spikes 
➢ Objective: Able to shot out large spikes out of it’s          

body that will then implant itself in the found object          
and start growing from there.  
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➢ Difficulty: Medium - Hard 
➢ Visual Description:A large mass covered in thin       

spikes that can regrow once removed.  
➢ Abilities: Shot out sharp spikes at a high velocity that          

can cause a great amount of damage if a direct hit is            
taken.  

❖ Name:Plant Turrets 
➢ Objective: These highly evolved plants have taken       

over the ships defensive system and are able to fire          
shots from these turrets.  

➢ Difficulty: Hard  
➢ Visual Description: A mix of machinery and plant, thin         

vines and tendrils have worked their way into the         
turrets. 

➢ Abilities: To shot high round plasma bullets that can         
cause high amount of damage if it. Able to move          
somewhat but not far due to the vines hampering         
movement.  
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User Interface 

 

Overview 

The following information goes into the actions that the player          
will make during gameplay. The choice of colour is also          
important as it allows for a consistent style and can deliver           
information to the player through a visual method.  

 

User Interface Detail 

 

Actions 

❖ Movement 
➢ Walk/ Run 

■ The player is able to move along the ships         
surface with ease as long as nothing is in their          
way. The controls will allow the player to move         
horizontally and vertically when possible in the       
level.  

➢ Jump 
■ In certain areas the player will need to jump from          

one wall surface to another to dodge attacks or         
to be able traverse through the level. In doing so          
the player will need to aim before launching the         
robot along that path.  

❖ Pick Up 
➢ The objects in the level are able to be pick up by the             

player when the player moves over the object in         
question unless still attached to the ship. If the         
object is still attached the player must disconnected        
the item to collect it, the player will know that they           
have collected an object through the object       
disappearing from the screen, a feedback sound       
effect and the increase to their score.  

❖ Fighting 
➢ Attack 

■ This action is used not only to fight enemies         
that are causing harm towards the player but        
also to break up the environments for it to         
release collectables. The attack will be a rapid        
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repetitive action with the aim to break down the         
chosen target as quickly as possible.  

➢ Dodge 
■ It will be possible for the player to dodge         

oncoming attacks if they strike the attack       
object (projectile, acid, etc.) at the right time,        
thus deflecting the attack.  

 

Colour schemes 

 

To convey the differing dangers and safe areas to the player, as            
well as showing them a path to travel it is important to have a              
consistent colour scheme to allow for clear information        
delivery to the player.  

❖ Red - Symbolised danger to the player, normally found on          
the most dangerous plant life as well as a showing the           
players areas which they will be unable to travel along; in           
this case coming in the form of a neon band which runs            
along the ship walls. 

❖ Green - To show the players spots on the ships which are            
safe to jump onto, this will mainly be used during the initial            
levels when the player is learning the jump mechanic.  

❖ Grey - This colour will show the player that the surface           
that they are currently on or going to touch is unstable is            
may collapse under the player’s weight. As such the player          
will need to move quickly over this area.  

❖ Blue - To show that the route the player has chosen is the             
correct way and keep them on track, the colour will appear           
in the environment most commonly as a strip of blue light           
that runs along the ship surface.  

 

HUD system 

 

Information will be conveyed to the player on screen through          
several bars that will be situated in the corners of the screen.            
These bars will be partly transparent and simplistic to deliver          
the information the player needs without breaking immersion,  

❖ Health Bar  
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➢ In the top left hand corner, a small bar that will           
decrease when the player receives damage.  

❖ Lifes 
➢ Next to the Health Bar will be a set of lifes that the             

player has at the beginning of the game, if the health           
bar is completely depleted then they can restart the         
game with the lose of one life.  

❖ Timer 
➢ In the bottom left hand corner there is number timer          

that increases with the amount of time the player         
spends in the level.  

❖ Demolition Points  
➢ In the top right hand corner there will be a number           

score that will increased based on how much        
destruction the player creates on board the ship.  

❖ Collectibles  
➢ In the bottom right hand corner there will be a          

predetermined number based on how many      
collectables are in this level next to the number of          
current collectables the player can pick up in game.  
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Health and Scoring System 

 

 

Health Bar 

In game the player will be given a visual representation of their            
health through a bar at the top of the screen. The health bar will              
decrease based on the damage the player receives through the          
enemies attacks, the higher the attack the more damaged         
received.  

The player will be able to gain health back through picking up            
batteries which will appear in level. These batteries will give the           
player a boost of health which will help them complete the level            
if they are having any difficulty.  

If the health bar completely depletes then the player will die and            
lose a life. The player has a limited number of lives that once             
gone cannot be recovered and the player will have to replay the            
level.  

 

Time Score 

A main part of the game is the focus on speed as such the               
player’s time during the level will be noted and turned into a            
scoring system. The quicker the player is able to travel through           
the level then the higher their score in this section will be.  

 

Demolition Score 

In game the player will be rewarded for the amount of           
destruction that they create on the ship, this can be through           
the damage of the ship itself, items in the ship’s hull or the plant              
life that is one the ship.  

There is a set number of points that the player can gain            
through this section which are then added to the other scores           
to give the player their overall score.  
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Collectables Score 

In the levels there will be a set number of collectables that the             
player will be able to pick up. Certain collectables will have a            
different set of points attached to the objects which will help           
boost the player’s score. These special collectables will be         
placed in difficult spots so the player will be rewards for gaining            
then through the increased points. 

 

Final Score 

 

An example of a simple level final scoring system.  

(Demolition points) + (Collectables points x 25) + (Special         
Collectable points x 50) + (Time Tier x 100) = Final Score 

 

Time Tier 

 

To calculate the time score if the player time is between the            
ideal time and first tier of time (example if the player completes            
the level which is 180 seconds long in 200 seconds they will            
receive a first place score), if the player take longer then they            
will then drop down the score tier.  

(Ideal Time -> Ideal Time x 1.5) = 30 points  

(Ideal Time -> Ideal Time x 2) = 20 points 

(Ideal Time -> Ideal Time x 3) = 10 points 

Ideal Time is the quickest time possible to complete the level.   
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Controls System 

 

Overview 

 

Ideally this game will be available on the PS Vita console; as such             
we will be focusing the development of the controls for this           
system. The aim with these controls is to make them as           
naturals and as simple as possible for the player to use, thus            
helping to keep the immersion of the gameplay.  

 

 

Controls Detail 

In Level Controls 

 

❖ Left Toggle Button - Player Attack 
❖ Left Analog Stick - Player Movement 

 

❖ Right Toggle Button - Player Jump 
❖ Right Analog Stick - Player Jump Aim 
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Menu System Controls 

  

❖ Left Analog Stick - Level/ Item Move 
❖ X button - Level/ Item Select 

 

❖ X button - Move comic strip  
❖ O button Skip comic strip  
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Musical Scores  

 

Overview 

 

The musical scores throughout the game will help create the          
tone of the experience for the player. As such the feelings that            
the music will keep to are: 

● Energetic 
● Dynamic  
● Jumpy  

As the game will have a focus on speed it will be important that              
the musical score keeps up with this ideal, a fast paced tempo            
that keep in time with the player’s speed urging them to move            
quicker and placing a air of urgency to the gameplay.  

In keeping with the themes that will be displaced within the           
game the music genre of Drum and Bass, with it’s quick tempos            
of 160-180 BPM and aggressive/ energetic tone it will not only           
inspire the play to move quickly through the levels but also hint            
at the dangers that appear throughout the gameplay. The         
sound of Drum and Bass also fits within the futuristic themes           
that has been developed for this concept.  

There will be differing soundtracks of Drum and Bass         
depending on where the player is in the level and what is            
occurring within that level.  

 

Sound Design 

 

The music will be made by the sound engineer for the group or             
outsourced if possible.  

Collecting a library of pre made sounds and those made by our            
sound engineer they will be merged and mixed together to          
create the correct tone for the various levels and screens.  
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Sound Effects 

 

Overview 

 

During the gameplay we will be keeping the feedback sound to           
the minimal focusing our attentions of those that will empower          
the player without detracting from the overall soundtrack. 

The sounds must be striking enough that they will stand out           
against the soundtrack, short and quick effects to keep up with           
the fast pace of the game as longers effects will be collect on             
top of another.  

 

Sound Design 

 

Using the sound labs within the Abertay University the team          
will created the needed sounds through the use of organic and           
metal materials to match the characters and tone of the game.           
A sound library will be developed by the team and any sound            
that are needed from that will be outsourced.  

The robots and ship effects will be predominantly metal bases          
sounds, quick and cold to the player.  

The plant life sound will be created using organic materials or           
through the use of water dependant on the type of sound need            
for that particular plant.  
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Single-Player Game 

 

Overview 

Discussed below is the basic information that concerns the         
player’s aim and hours spent on gameplay, as well as a short            
description of the first sixty seconds of gameplay. 

 

Player Goals  

The player’s main goal is one of achievement, to travel through           
the level in the quickest time while causing the most          
destruction will give the player of satisfaction when they are          
rewarded for their efforts.  

 

Hours of Gameplay 

 

We can expect between five and six hours of gameplay for a            
first run through, this time could be expanded based on player           
skill level and if the player decided to replay through the levels.  

 

Victory Conditions 

 

For the player to succeed in this game they must firstly           
complete every level put before them, however the finishing the          
game is not dependant on how high the player’s overall score is            
from completing the game. Although what ending the player will          
receive is dependant on the players average score i.e a low           
score will result in a poor ending while a high score will result in a               
good ending.  

 

Sixty Seconds of Play  

A comic strip is shown, the playable character a robot is on a             
spaceship while large decaying ships are viewed from outside.         
The transport ship pulls beside one of these ships and the           
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robot exits to a bright light that leads to one of the abandoned             
ships. The captain informs the player to be careful and to be            
quick as he won’t wait long. 

On board the ship the player can take control, straight ahead is            
a shiny metallic collectable, the player zooms forward picking it          
up as they go. Running along the level they spot another           
collectable however there is a gap in the way. The captain           
quickly informs the player how to maneuver the gap. Taking aim           
the player leaps off the floor and onto the ceiling locking on with             
it’s clawed feet, sprinting forward the player safely runs above          
the gap before leaping back to the floor. Taking the collectable           
the player maneuvers the trickly environment filled with holes         
and obstacles, sprinting, leaping their way along and upwards         
through the level.  
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